
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

It seems nothing escapes the prophetic minds of the self-proclaimed designers of the future. They

accurately foresee “natural disasters” and foretell coincidental “acts of God.” They know everything

before it happens. Perhaps they truly are prophets. Or, perhaps they’re simply describing the

inevitable outcomes of their own actions.

Right now, we’re told looming food shortages are primarily the result of climate change and the

Russia-Ukraine conEict. Yet, back in July 2020, The Rockefeller Foundation had already predicted it,

and was calling for a revamp of the food system as a whole to address it.

‘Reset the Table’ Is Part of The Great Reset

The document in question, titled “Reset the Table: Meeting the Moment to Transform the U.S. Food

System,”  published by The Rockefeller Foundation July 28, 2020, describes how the COVID

pandemic had caused “a hunger and nutrition crisis” in the U.S. “unlike any this country has seen in

generations.”

Mind you, COVID was declared a pandemic March 11, 2020, so by the time this Rockefeller report

was published, the pandemic had only existed for four months, and while certain high-risk groups

did experience food insecurity, such as children whose primary meal is a school lunch, widespread

food shortages, in terms of empty shelves, were not widely prevalent or particularly severe in the

U.S.

The report also notes that it grew out of “video-conference discussions in May and June 2020,” so

we’re to believe that two months into the pandemic, these prophetic minds already had the future

all Ugured out. According to the Foundation, the pandemic revealed deep problems in the U.S. food

system that need to be “reset.”

As noted by ThreadsIrish on Substack,  “Reset the Table” was published just one month after the

World Economic Forum (WEF) o\cially announced its plans for a “Great Reset,” and many of the

contributors to the Foundation’s paper are WEF members.

In the foreword,  Rockefeller Foundation president Dr. Rajiv Shah also stresses that “a

comprehensive playbook” to address the food system would also need to address other issues,

“such as living wages, housing and transportation,” and that “all of us” — meaning the self-

proclaimed designers of the future — “need to write that playbook together over the coming year.”

Problem, Reaction, Solution

There are interesting tidbits in this document. For example, on page 3, it states that “94% of deaths

from COVID-19 among individuals with an underlying condition, the majority of which are diet-

related.” This is surprising, considering diet and nutrition were essentially absent from public

discussions and reporting about the infection.

Equally surprising is that, on page 4, the Foundation actually admits its role in creating the

problems currently plaguing our food system:

“The Green Revolution — which The Rockefeller Foundation played a role in seeding and

scaling — was effective and successful in addressing calorie-based hunger and averting

mass starvation. But it left a legacy that we see clearly today, including overemphasis of

staple grains at the expense of more nutrient-rich foods, reliance on chemical fertilizers

that deplete the soil, and overuse of water.”

On page 10, the Foundation goes so far as to declare that “food is medicine,” and that by “Investing

in healthy and protective diets,” Americans will be able to “thrive and bring down our nation’s

suffocating health care costs.”

The report even calls for the expansion of produce prescription programs, as “dietary health and

COVID-19 outcomes are clearly linked.” That’s basically been my sermon for the past few decades,

and even more so during the pandemic, which Unally earned me the honor of being labeled one of

the top disinformation spreaders in the U.S.

While it’s tempting to view this document as a sign of sanity, if you’ve looked into the WEF’s Great

Reset plan, you’ll notice that “Reset the Table” is just another cog in a wheel that is intended to run

us over. As noted by ThreadsIrish:

“The document is very much framed in the Hegelian dialectic of problem, reaction, solution.

Here is the problem that they have created (COVID) and now they want to implement the

solution (Transforming the global food supply). Naturally this is all ties into lands being

destroyed, climate change and trying to move people back into smart cities (Page 5).

Surprise, surprise.”

How They Intend to Seize Control of the Supply Chain

“Reset the Table” basically describes how they intend to seize control of the food supply and the

supply chain under the guise of “equity,” “fairness” and “environmental protection.” One key to this

enterprise is data collection. They want to collect data on everyone’s spending and eating habits.

Expanding broadband access is part of that.

“Forty-two million Americans lack broadband access that is essential to shifts to online

enrollment, online purchasing of food, direct farm-to-consumer purchasing, telemedicine,

teleconsultations, as well as education, Rnance, and employment,” the paper  notes,

adding, “This is a fundamental resiliency and equity gap, and we need to close it, urgently.”

As you can see from these paragraphs alone, they want everything to shift into an online

environment, including education, medicine and the buying of food. This, of course, makes

everything you do far easier to monitor and track. Another key is to make sure global WEF partners

in multiple sectors work in tandem to form a “collaborative advocacy movement.”

A third key to success is “changes to policies, practices and norms,” and those changes are

“numerous.” The end goal is to centralize control of the food supply into a single executive o\ce,

which is right in line with the idea of a “one world government.” As WEF member Henry Kissinger

once said, “Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control

whole continents; who controls money can control the world.”

What’s Their DeJnition of ‘Healthy Diet’?

As for the “healthy and protective diets” the Foundation is calling for, we’ve already been told what

that is. For the past several years, the WEF has been promoting the idea that we should get used to

eating weeds and bugs and drinking reclaimed sewage.

As noted in a July 2021 WEF article titled, “Why We Need to Give Insects the Role They Deserve in

Our Food Systems”:

“By 2050, the world's food supply will need to feed another 2 billion people. Insect farming

for food and animal feed could offer an environmentally friendly solution to the impending

food crisis ...

Thanks to new technologies such as artiRcial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things

(IoT), we are at a turning point and Rnally able to industrialize the breeding of insects in a

contained environment. Insect breeding is a data centric agro-industry with a lot of

commonalities with precision agriculture.

Several indoor agriculture start-ups have emerged ... Ÿnsect, for example, with more than

300 technology patents and completely unique AI-driven agricultural processes, is building

the Rrst fully automated vertical insect farm in the world, able to produce 100,000 tonnes

of insect products a year.”

According to this article, insects are “a credible and e\cient alternative protein source requiring

fewer resources than conventional breeding,” and “a healthy ingredient” that is highly digestible and

particularly suitable for senior nutrition. Insect farming is also far less expensive, requiring few

natural resources such as water and could reduce agricultural pollution by nearly 99%.

“ The word ‘organic’ does not appear a single time
in the Foundation’s report, and the world ‘natural’
is only used in reference to ‘natural disasters.’ In
other words, their versions of ‘healthy diet’ and
‘sustainable agriculture’ do not include any of the
basic criteria for a truly healthy, nutritious,
sustainable and regenerative food supply.”

The last barrier to making insect burgers the norm is “preconceived ideas about insects as a source

of food and legislation with regard to the use and consumption of proteins derived from insects.”

For years, the WEF has also promoted the idea that lab-grown animal foods and genetically

engineered crops are the only way to feed the world and save the planet.

Not surprisingly, the word “organic” does not appear a single time in the Foundation’s report, and

the word “natural” is only used in reference to “natural disasters.” This despite the word “healthy”

being used 33 times and the word “sustainable” 17 times.

The term “alternative proteins” appears once, and there’s no mention of “grass fed.” In other words,

their versions of “healthy diet” and “sustainable agriculture” do not include any of the basic criteria

for a truly healthy, nutritious, sustainable and regenerative food supply.

Considering its close networking with the WEF, it seems reasonable to conclude that the “healthy

diet” the Rockefeller Foundation keeps referring to is one of weeds and insects, and that the kinds

of changes to legislation and norms they intend to push through are ones relating to what

constitutes “food.” As noted by ThreadsIrish:

“This report is dressed up as being in the public interest yet it is anything but. For 2 years

COVID was the focus of attention. It was Stage 1 of Agenda 2030.

The total and utter destruction of the food supply seems to now be well under way. This is

all too evident especially when Fact Checkers are having to debunk the number of Rres at

food processing plants within the last year.

Added to this is the culling of herds of cattle in Kansas (as many as 10,000) which is being

put down to high temperatures and drought. Farmers refute this and it looks far more

sinister.”

It’s Inevitable Because It’s an Intentional Plan

Time and again, the WEF and its global collaborators have “predicted” the future with stunning

accuracy, sometimes years in advance, and then when the predictions come true they pretend as

though they had nothing to do with it.

But let’s not forget that WEF founder Klaus Schwab, during the May 2022 meeting in Davos, clearly

stated that the future doesn’t just happen, it is “BUILT, by us. By a powerful community ... in this

room.” Make no mistake, they truly believe they have the right to decide the fate of the world, and

that you and I have no say in the matter.

Our opinions and preferences are theirs to shape, and they will do so — or at least attempt to —

using the most powerful social engineering technologies that ever existed.

And, if we do not wake up to their plans and resist, we’ve made the choice to accept their version of

the future — a future in which we’ll all be living in smart multiplexes where there’s no private spaces,

no private ownership, and everything you do is recorded, tracked and punished or rewarded

according to some social credit algorithm that determines what it means to be a “good citizen.”

At present, all data point to severe food shortages, and while the looming shortages are blamed on

everything from climate change and COVID to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the fact is that WEF

allies, such as the Rockefeller Foundation, have published documents and held Uctional exercises,

in advance, detailing everything we’re currently facing.

So, while they pretend to be modern-day prophets, with answers spilling out as fast as problems

appear, it’s rather easy to make predictions when you’re working an intentional plan, and quite

simple to fashion solutions at record speed when you created the problems as a means to an end in

the Urst place.

All that is to say, do not doubt that food shortages and famine are coming. It’s inevitable because

it’s intentional. The same goes for energy shortages. They’re intent on bringing us into the “green

new deal” (as it’s part of The Great Reset) even though large-scale alternatives to oil, gas and

nuclear power are nonexistent.

Prepare for the Inevitable

If something is inevitable, it would behoove you to prepare for it. Eventually, I believe mass

resistance will stop many of these diabolical plans, but that resistance probably won’t manifest

until a majority are really feeling the squeeze.

Remember, The Great Reset includes a reimagined food system that doesn’t rely on livestock or

require a large land footprint. That’s why we can be so sure that none of the current problems will

be effectively addressed or counteracted.

They intend for the current food system to fall apart, so they can then “solve” the problem by

introducing a new system based on patented lab-grown synthetic and genetically engineered foods

and massive insect farms.

The only way out of this intentional chaos is to a) become more self-su\cient in the short-term,

and b) create alternative parallel food systems locally, outside of the globalists’ control, for more

long-term independence. Right now, you’d be wise to address your own short-term food security

and safety. Here are some basic suggestions:

• Secure a potable water source and the means to purify less-than-ideal water sources —

Examples include stocking up on water puriUcation tablets or drops, and/or independent water

Ultration systems such as Berkey that can Ulter out pathogens and other impurities (meaning a

Ultration system that is not tied to the tap in your home, in case pumps go down and you have

no tap water).

Even a small survival water Ultration system is better than nothing, as drinking contaminated

water can result in serious illness and/or death. Having a rain barrel connected to your gutter

downspout is a good idea. You can use it to water your garden, and in a worst-case scenario,

you have a source of fresh water to drink, cook and take sponge baths in.

• Buy shelf-stable and nonperishable foods in bulk — Freeze-dried foods, for example, have a

shelf life of 25 years or more. Canned foods and dry staples such as rice and beans can also

stay viable long past their expiration date under the right conditions.

Other good options include canned salmon, canned cod livers, sardines in water (avoid ones

preserved in vegetable oil), nuts, powdered milk and whey and other nutritional powders you

can mix with water.

Ideally, you’ll want to store food in a cool, dark place with low humidity. Bulk packs of rice and

beans are best stored in a sealed food-grade bucket with some oxygen absorbers. Vacuum

sealing food can also extend shelf life.

• Buy energy backups — To prepare for eventual energy shortages, brownouts, rolling blackouts

or a complete shutdown of the power grid, consider one or more power backups, such as gas-

powered generators and/or solar generator kits such as Jackery or Inergy. Having backup

power can prevent the loss of hundreds of dollars worth of food if your home loses electricity

for more than a couple of days.

Scale up and diversify according to what you can afford. Ideally, you’d want more than one

system. If all you have is a gas-powered generator, what will you do if there’s a gas shortage

and/or if the price skyrockets into double digits? On the other hand, what will you do if the

weather is too overcast to recharge your solar battery?

• Get cooking backups — You also need some way to cook water and food during a blackout.

Here, options include (but are not limited to) solar cookers, which require neither electricity nor

Ure, small rocket stoves, propane-powered camping stoves and 12-volt pots and pans that you

can plug into a backup battery.

• Start a garden and learn some basic skills — The more food you can produce at home, the

better off you’ll be. At bare minimum, stock up on sprouting seeds and grow some sprouts.

They’re little powerhouses when it comes to nutrition, they’re easy to grow and are ready to eat

in days rather than months.

If you have the space, consider starting a garden, and if local regulations allow, you can add

chickens for a steady supply of eggs. (Just remember that they too may need additional feed.)

Also, start learning some basic food storage skills such as canning and pickling. While it can

feel intimidating at Urst, it’s really not that di\cult. For example, raw, unwashed, homegrown

eggs can be preserved in lime water — 1 ounce of lime (calcium hydroxide, aka, “pickling

lime”) to 1 quart of water — thereby extending their shelf life to about two years without

refrigeration.

The lime water basically seals the eggs to prevent them from spoiling. Before using the eggs,

be sure to wash the lime off. This does not work with commercial eggs, however, as the

protective coating, called “bloom,” is stripped off during washing.

Fermented vegetables are also easy to make and will allow you to store the proceeds from

your garden for long periods of time. For inspiration, check out my fermented veggie recipe. In

the video below, I explain the beneUts of using starter culture and kinetic culture jar lids.

They’re not a necessity, but will cut the odor released as the veggies ferment.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to reset the "Great Resetters". This long letter to a vaccinated friend says it all.

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/fourth-letter-to-my-vaccinated-f..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Yup, reset & reject the Great Resetters. Great link - a short excerpt - I know that over the past two years going on three, the

governmental tyrants and their slavish lapdogs in the mainstream media all around the world have done their best to turn

neighbor against neighbor, parent against child, friend against friend, siblings and spouses and lovers against one another. I

know that every time we give in and adopt their hateful rhetoric as our own, they win and we lose. They win by pitting us against

each other, because if we hate and Ught each other, we won’t hate and Ught them—and they know it. I know it, too.

Bishop Tutu also wrote: “However, when I talk of forgiveness, I mean the belief that you can come out the other side a better

person. A better person than the one being consumed by anger and hatred. Remaining in that state locks you in a state of

victimhood, making you almost dependent on the perpetrator.” Wise words that I really want to take to heart and let it Eow

within. There’s a catch, however. A price to pay, as there usually is in matters of import. He wrote: “But the process of

forgiveness also requires acknowledgement on the part of the perpetrator that they have committed an offence.”
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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The mission can only succeed if we are the hand that claps back. And Americans need to be educated. I suggest sending a copy

of Stephanie Seneff PhD's book Toxic Legacy, about glyphosate and its poisonous environmental/health impacts, to everyone

we can think of. This includes not only family and friends but to doctors, school parent/teacher associations, and anywhere else

where we think it would have outreach and impact. We can make a difference, and we really must. We have the power. God

bless.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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Our best leverage is to just stop believing anything the great resetters are trying to pass off on us.  If no one buys-in, their plans

fall Eat.
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rrealrose
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Hi Otis, Krofter and Steve? Just found this article about mild to serious drought conditions across 2/3rds of US (real or not?)

Unance.yahoo.com/news/two-stocks-watch-oil-industry-220000835.html  - looks fairly well researched, as fracking, of course,

makes up a portion of Ngas supply.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Empower everyone! First, people feel they have no power against the billionaires who own and control "The news," their

"mainstream media" and inEuence major corporations. Individuals living paycheck to paycheck might Ugure if they work hard

and save up for a million years that they can have a tiny start competing with that seemingly awesome inEuence. Conquer that

by telling them small business drives 44 percent of gross domestic product and the major corporations that side with Luciferian

globalists stand to lose everything in their quest to own everything including you and me. Tell them how to learn real news and

truth with Mercola.com being an excellent example.

Second, people foolishly think their vote is just one among so many, so tell them the count of Luciferian billionaires is so

miniscule that their votes are the ones dwarfed by the masses and they can only prevail by duping enough of us and that should

be getting harder and harder as people catch on with their help. Ask if they are billionaires owning social media. No, so they feel

helpless not being able to compete with that. Tell them we need to talk to people face-to-face and the few billionaires don't have

the numbers to compete with that nor can they censor or ban to prevent it. Tel them to choose their own words with their 100%

power to choose what words come out of their mouths instead of accepting the language chosen by Luciferian elitists for us to

use to support their "progressive" communist premises from before you even start.

Don't give away advantages when we have full control, and our votes dwarf the few Luciferian billionaires. Be bold by choosing

to use your real name and stand behind what you say with your good name and reputation. That has tremendous inEuence and

respect and much more than you can imagine, and it spreads with others becoming emboldened to do the same. I have used

this to surprise bad public servants so sure of victory yet voted out! RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Rreal; yes, it's real. The oligarchs are destroying the world's food supply and urging all of humanity to eat bugs and GMO

burgers/lab grown garbage (while they feast on lobster and Ulet mignon). This is all geoengineering! Heat, cold, Eoods,

drought...and burning down food warehouses and such. It's ALL part of the Great Reset. There are no coincidences!
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rrealrose
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Randy, then more mass migrations may be afoot? People and crops don't do well with water restrictions due to draught

conditions.
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otis101
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rose, the article you linked is not for the weak at heart when it comes to understanding the world of oil, fracking, water, and

Unance. My Urst thought was it is another yahoo article by YahooFinance. Which I have found to be a leader in MSM

misinformation and propaganda. But seems the article was written by David Kessler of Oilprice.com. They seem to have a

better handle on the subject matter but still selling ESG and all that entails. I am not up on the current laws on fracking and

curtailment or not, so not in a position, or want to be, on new companies recycling the fracking water. If I have time may look

into it further.
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40 million acres in America in lawn grass. Forest Abundance Education : Lawn grass largest irrigated 'crop' in America. Larger

than corn, wheat, and fruit orchards combined. 49,000 square miles = area covered by lawns. Lawns consume 50 to 75% of

residential water. Homeowners spill 17 million gallons of gas while Ulling lawn mowers. Use tens of millions of pounds of

fertilizers & pesticides. Cost to Americans $36 Billion/yr. ~~Want to start a new business? How about CO-OPs across the U.S.

that contract out to homeowners to plant and maintain gardens in their yards for maybe 10% of the crop.

foodforestabundance.com/.../start-to-grow-food-not-lawns
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rrealrose
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Thanks Otis, was slamming busy earlier. Its an amazing letter, read it 2 times! Millions of gallons of water are used for fracking

per well, don't remember the avg gallons used per well per day...fracking activity dwarfs your lawns many times over. Just like

aircraft carriers range betwn 1.5 and 3 gal per nautical mile, depending on whether plowing at slow speed or at cruising speed,

these ships are some of the biggest fuel consumers you can imagine. Somehow the Unger is being pointed at human activity

(often saving small trees from drought), whereas WAR MACHINES ARE the actual energy hogs, nasty war mentality.
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Otis, how do we reset the great resetters? As the old wisdom joke goes: "How many psychiatrists does it take to change a light

bulb? It takes ten, but the lightbulb has to really want to change". That being the true case in life, then...? I suggest the best way

out is to not be the hand the claps back. And take care of our own selves. This is how wrongdoers lose power. My two cents. I

could be wrong and there may be indeed solutions. Please post, thank you.
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Mirandola, commenters to this article and many of Dr. Mercola's articles have talked about ways. I say do not comply in any way

that is feasible. Each to their own. They are few and we are many.
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rose, I cannot get a source supported by a second source as to how much water is used in fracking. A lot of the fracking sites

are biased in their opinions as to water being used. But you said their use dwarfs water used for lawns. So will assume you have

some unbiased water usage numbers.
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Hi otis101, There is something healing about words that have the ability to crystalize the anger and frustration we feel so

profoundly and yet can't express as eloquently as that letter did. I found it healing to be able to say "I am not alone ... there are

others who feel exactly the same way". I have passed it on to my unvaxxed friends who are suffering after breakups with close

family members and friends. Thank you.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing that “letter to my friend” article, below! I’m at odds with my sister and could SO relate to most of what he

expressed! I pray there comes a day when I can be reconciled with my sister, but if not, I know Jesus said that he would be the

cause of family turning against each other, and it’s comforting to know I’m not alone in my feelings.
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Thanks to all for your comments. When I posted that comment with the link to "fourth letter to my vaccinated friend" I knew it

was off topic and no thoughts that my comment would go/stay at the top. I am thankful that those of you that read the letter

appreciated it for many reasons and found it helpful in these strange times. If you haven't read the letter yet, it is long, save it

later for a quiet time when you can read it.
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otis101 Thank you for the link to the James Kullander letter(s). I have saved all four to PDF. As for water, just look at Lake Mead,

Lake Powell, Hoover & Glen Canyon Dams - the implications will be devastating.
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rrealrose, not only do Frackers use enormous amounts of water, but they also pump toxins down into the ground, so it is not

unreasonable to expect aquafers & water tables to become undrinkable - unless there is a $$$, Power & Control Tech Ux for yet

again scarcity created "unexpected" consequence.
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To all. If one is so inclined I believe you will Und even more support for dealing with vaccinated friends by reading and saving all

four letters James Kullander wrote to his vaccinated friend. My approach is not to email the fourth letter to vaccinated "former

friends" but to print copies at our local printer and either hand deliver or mail the copy to them. It is too easy for these former

friends to just ignore the email but not so easy as they hold the letter in their hands. I may get industrious and print all four

letters and hand deliver or mail. While links to the Urst three letters can be found in the fourth letter, for me hard copies are my

old fashioned way. Thanks to BFR27915 for saving all four letters as I would suggest to others.
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In point of fact, this report shows the way forward. may I be so bold as to suggest that Dr. Mercola invite Rockefeller Foundation

president Dr. Rajiv Shah to a meeting where they can discuss the full implications of their work; from both points of view. The man to

interview is the leader of the Rockefeller Foundation . . . as also the leaders of every organisation that seem to put proUts of the

pharmaceutical industry before the health of the people, world wide. Call them out; one by one; force the conversation out into the

open; allow EVERYONE to see what we are all dealing with. make this a wide investigation, get others into this mode of calling out the

leaders to show how they are creating the problems we are all facing today. No use describing the problems; without also forcing the

perpetrators out into the open. Use classic old fashioned journalism tactics; to bring the truth right out into the open. Come on, go for

it!!
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Yes! Finding ways to present the whole story as what we have been living has been going on long before the Lockout the

Competition began. Because of the WEF/Gates/Fauci fraud Corona Plandemic has exposed how these Predator$ telegraph just

what they are intending long before all these are promoted as unintentional consequences, unforeseen, unfortunate situations

happen. Here, conversations are popping up where people are starting to see through the BS and see what is what. The 60%

who go along to get along especially are connecting with a wait just one minute, my friends, family, myself didn't have these
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who go along to get along especially are connecting with a wait just one minute, my friends, family, myself didn't have these

shared negatives until the Jab/s. Finding ways to bypass the Tech Censorship to force the machine's true actions could move

enough of that 60% column into concert with the 10% critical thinkers who have been following these kinds of actions forever.

As for large-scale alternatives to oil, gas and nuclear power being nonexistent, all goes back to Rockefeller Oil, Finance, Energy,

Food Production & Processing & the cancerous stranglehold on nearly everything - but Creation or Nature & preventing anything

outside that captive model. Huge thank Yous for Doc & staff for providing core strategies to Reject the Predator$ Reset. Their

messaging campaign as always, they & their power & control machine grabs onto what is bubbling up from the real and actual

Grassroots to convert their messaging, so it sounds like they are working with what we are working towards or for.
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juststeve One seeming small point. I disagree with this part of your comment: "As for large-scale alternatives to oil, gas and

nuclear power being nonexistent". At this very moment I have since early May, presented a detailed proposal to create two

Gravity and Energy Research Institutes, one in the US, the other here in the UK; funded by patent royalties owed to me, (but

never acknowledged or paid), under this proposal. "Proposals, To create two new, fully independent GRAVITY AND ENERGY

RESEARCH INSTITUTES, Exploring beyond the horizon, To reach a much wider Ueld of creative critical thinkers. The overall

concept You cannot gain access to new thinking without stepping outside of existing convention.

But science today tends to reject the unconventional regardless of its merits. We need a new form of research institute that will

stretch out to take input from unconventional thinkers. In the past, it was the pioneering work of the innovators of our early

industrial society, for example the iron and steel maker’s rich imaginations that laid the foundations for the industrial revolution.

Much later, science followed in their footsteps to better explain the new alloys already discovered by those pioneers. We have to

recognise the value of free thinking and create at least one research institution that will emulate the original pioneers of the

past centuries.

There are always unconventional thinkers; we have to bring them into a structured institute that will allow them to thrive and

succeed. That is one of my own personal aiming points, to create such an institute to harbour and encourage those in our

communities that are capable of original thought, but lie outside of the existing framework. I believe that if carefully thought

through and properly funded on a long term basis, there will be much to gain from such an exercise. " In my opinion, there are

sources of energy never talked about that just might break the circle of energy famine. Food for thought?
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Yes, that message was brought out in the article, & maybe I need to rework the wording. I added Predator$ as much as is their

want, cannot control Creation or Nature, but with their cancerous stranglehold prevent any of those things from happening. This

site & so many sources for decades have presented multiple designs to provide energy NOT feeding Predator$ Power, Control &

$$$$ feed buckets. They are usually attacked as solar cannot provide all the energy needed, or windmills, or hydro. No, not any

one of them all alone by themselves.

Then there are projects like yours, buried, ridiculed, totally ignored unable to get funding or credit through the captured

institutions much of the general public is under the illusion are working to make such things happen. These efforts, your efforts

are sorely needed, & Doc has reported similar efforts on so many fronts, but we see where the Power & Control machine buries

them one way or another. Sincerely, the best of luck with your project, and you no doubt have the support of Mercola followers.
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ChrisColes, I love your open mind and your wise attitudes. Thank you for that! What concerns me in this case however, is that to

discourse with a person who has such crazed, far gone ideas as "you will own nothing and you will be happy" and serving people

insects, is someone as deeply abusive, calloused and soul-sick as it comes. Criminal, really. Living for himself, and not a care in

the world for what others suffer. Is this a person who is going to be full disclosure, tell the truth, be forthright in such a

conversation? I would doubt it. I will bet there would be a string of ongoing deceptions coming out of that man...I mean, male

devil's.....mouth.

I could be pleasantly surprised, but I would doubt it. Then again, maybe your idea is still wise, if only to uncover the lies and

deceptions and to see the patterns, exposed to the light. Yet, they could mislead others. I don't know what to say. Your

thoughts? I am listening wide eared and open minded. Thank you again as I do believe discussion is a way to move forward with

peaceful resolutions...but the participants, in this case Sick Old Lizard-Man Schwab, have to want the peace. And they have to

want the walk of kindness. Will he want this? Really? I doubt it.
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mirandola The power of fully professional journalism is to allow such individuals to be brought out into open discussion, so that

everyone can see; and hear, what they profess to be the truth. Such has been shown, again and again, to become a force for

change. My suggestion is made because I suspect that we will discover much that is positive; that the open discussion of both

sides will bring about change. For 25 years Dr. Mercola has shown everyone his ability to discover and communicate the truth;

he is a classic journalist.

Now his challenge is to bring about change at the heart of the debate. No one should ever fear direct contact interview debate.

We here are on the winning side of that debate; we all know that for certain. Open discussion brings about positive change for

the better. We can bad mouth the other side til the cows come home; but that will not move the debate forward. We must now

move the debate into face to face with the other side. We will win when we remain fully committed to our principles of honest

open debate.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well isn't that a bummer? A neurotic defeatist view of the world....How long will prepping escape a collapse of society? Better to turn

your face into the storm and stop this insane madness before it goes much further. Rulers only have the power they are given, stop

feeding em with fear and compliance.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Well said, thank you! And they only have the power that we give them. EDIT: I was responding to the concluding statement

"Rulers only have the power they are given, stop feeding em with fear and compliance". I do not support violence, revolution, etc

I believe this can only backUre. But I understand peoples' concerns.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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It's past time for a revolution.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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This coming from someone who has been growing organic food for how many years? There's precious time!! Just today, Biden

announced beeUng-up US military presence in the EU. Any idea where sea-worthy, healthy troops may be coming from? How

about our supplies here at home, when gas and oil will be needed to support this level of troop movement? Ever Ull an aircraft

carrier's tanks? 2 or 3 months down the road, an already broken supply chain can show a variety of shortages just to allow these

grandiose Executive-branch plans to proceed. - - - - - - - - - - Nevermind, those outside (NGOs) and inside our govt are waging

war against its own taxpayers; most cannot see possibilities playing out.

Posted this yesterday, you may wanna watch these 2 Corona Committee innerviews (and I left off scariest predictions from

Geert Vanden Bossche): Here are two interviews recently by the Corona Investigative Committee - the Urst is Dr. Paul Marik

describing the FLCCC protocol he developed, the stages of illness. As soon as he Unished, Dr. Wodarg mentioned they did not

have any Covid in Germany prior to the shots being rolled out! "Dr. Reiner Fuellmich & Dr. Paul E. Marik" -

www.bitchute.com/.../jcrL08p5GXN3  (unfortunately the powerpoint started to run away) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ the second interview

Karen Kingston blew Dr. Fuellmich away with her background information:

"Dr. Reiner Fuellmich & Karen Kingston - Corona Investigative Committee" - www.bitchute.com/.../i5BIQgWFnuuq  - this requires

focus and you will want to hang onto this til the end. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ To top this off, there's now a movement afoot to stop requiring

any clinical trials for ANY FUTURE mRNA shots: "Breaking: WHO Behind FDA Scheme to Skip All Future Clinical Trials for COVID

Vaccines" - childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-fda-gates-future-framework-cov..  . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a giant head scratch as

insanity is controlling this dangerous Tony and Rochelle Puppet Show.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Yes, for sure, it's a created fake food crises. Russia was a big exporter of wheat before the war, but now its export is being boycotted

by the US and EU. Ukraine export harbor is being blocked by Ukrainian sea mines. On 9 March, Ukraine banned most food exports to

ensure that its people don’t go hungry * * * Before the war, the food prices were already at the highest levels for 40 years, says Matin

Qaim at the University of Bonn in Germany. This is for many reasons, including poor harvests, and turning food into biofuel. Cutting

biofuels can help avoid global food shortages. Globally, 10 per cent of all grain is turned into biofuel, says Qaim. In the US, a third of

the maize grown is converted into ethanol and blended into petrol.

Around 90 million tonnes is used for ethanol, nearly double the 50 million tonnes exported by Ukraine and Russia, says Qaim. In the

European Union, 12 million tonnes of grain, including wheat and maize, is turned into ethanol, Qaim says, around 7 per cent of the

bloc’s production. The EU also produces large quantities of biodiesel. It turns 3.5 million tonnes of palm oil alone into biodiesel, says

Qaim. “That’s almost the amount of sunEower oil coming out of Ukraine and Russia.” Whole article, see:

www.newscientist.com/article/2312151-cutting-biofuels-can-help-avoid-g..
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Hi Pete. interesting, however you may be missing some history...the US govt (Dept of Agriculture, land conservation program)

spent 20 or 25 years encouraging farmers NOT to grow on their Ueld borders, to encourage wildlife paths and primarily minimize

soil erosion and water runoff from farmers Uelds. During the Obama 8-years of war mentality, he mandated farmers to grow any

available land with corn for ethanol, to reduce US dependence on foreign oil. Thus cancers are now proliferating in communities

near the mouth of the Mississippi River from cumulative chemical run-off. Good thinking? No nyet.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I did a 15 day cruise of the Baltic Sea, and it was dead.... only jelly Ush live there, caused by fertilizer run off ~ they think, as

there are crops growing all around.
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Pete, thanks for the maize to biofuel information. Currently in the U.S. about 40% of maize is used for biofuel. Soon to change

as Biden raised ethanol blend in gas from 10% to 15%. Which means use of maize in biofuel will increase from 40% to 60%.

Small gas engines such as generators, lawn mowers, boats, etc will not last long with a 15% blend of ethanol and the same for

autos pre 2001. Also heard reports of the small print in new car warranties will cover less if more than a 10% ethanol blend

used. I suppose this is more of the convoluted green energy climate change agenda to have everything electric. Are magic

wands on the horizon to create electricity?

Pete, it is di\cult to know who to believe. Now we have reports of the Ukraine Armed Forces burning silos containing tens of

thousands of tons of grain while blaming Russia for the export shortage from Ukraine. Turkey's Erdagon has stepped up and

said he will set up corridors to get Ukraine grain exported. He, Erdagon, now will support and no longer block Finland and

Sweden from becoming members of NATO. And Biden will be selling F-16 Ughter jets to Turkey.

theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/06/29/turkey-drops-opposition-t..
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If they were truly interested in many people's health, they would speak to anyone who shops regularly at health food stores or anyone

who has successfully combatted any sort of listed auto-immune disorder. But they don't do that. Anyone can ask the simple question

why they don't even bother to ask. I believe the reason is because they are in business to make and keep people sick.
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We should round up these bug eaters and feed them what they want in conUnement.
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The bug eaters, being mechanistically/computer oriented ,are vibrating to the frequency of the buzzing insects. That's why they

can even think of such a thing as eating them. Ugh. And I guarantee they will be breeding superbugs, I watched a movie about

the dying bees stating that GMO bees are the solution. Yeah right. This whole thing has to be stopped, it is a crime against

humanity. Meanwhile, I will enjoy my grasshopper pie....joke intended.
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No garden space? Think again. In New York City, Window Farming became a movement. See images and articles here

duckduckgo.com/?q=window+farming&t=newext&atb=v251-1&ia=we..  Inspiring! In Pasadena, California one family of three

teenagers and two parents, purchased a home on 1/10th of an acre and grew all the food they could eat plus sold $24,000 of excess

produce from their doorstep every year! Raised beds with intensive plantings (takes know-how to do this without overcrowding and

without compromising ample yield), vertical gardening ,and trellises all combined to yield pure abundance! Plus they used biodiesel in

their car, installed solar panels, raised goats and chickens and ducks!

Yes, all of that on 1/10th of an acre! www.urbanhomestead.org  youtube https://youtu.be/7IbODJiEM5A  Window boxes can become

previously unused gardening space. Rooftop gardens in the cities, consult a structural engineer Urst to assure building strength and no

water problems, but this can be done. Grow lights in basements and individual city apartments. If you are lucky enough to have

gardening space, do so in your back yard behind your closed gate, so nobody can see your garden or steal from you. Dig a deep well so

you always have water even in droughts, without tapping into city reservoir reserves. Use mycorrhizal fungi to vastly increase strength

and yield from plants https://www.fungi.com  

Compost directly in gardening beds, ahead of time, to fertilize and condition the soil far better than digging in compost! Yet, adding

compost also can nourish plants and help the soil to retain water. USe thick mulch to conserve water. Plant a few Eowering herbs like

lavender and oregano (let it go to Eower) to draw the bees, to fertilize your crops and sustain the life-important insects. Gardening can

be at once nurturing and rewarding! Do enjoy. PS last but not least, Dr Mercola thank you for writing previously about sprouting. Food

in 48 hours, easy!! Done.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Great post! Excellent info for those who can. Joel Salatin has reduced the need for 10 acres to feed one cow down to about one

acre. These methods also create conditions to massively improve the soul of the soil, hold and clean water, break down much of

the Rockefeller Century of all kinds of toxins, & most likely restore conditions for native plants to thrive again. Even in rural

settings there are ways to decouple from the toxic madness using far less to achieve way more by mimicking Creation, not

trying to command and subdue it.
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Thank you Juststeve! And for those who are disabled or can't, then to purchase extra canned foods and beans et al, at each

shopping, until they stock their cupboard, is another road to empowerment. We must not *allow* ourselves to become victims.
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Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM
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All of those ideas are great, except for the biodiesel used to run their vehicle, which is created from grains. Reposting

Pete.Smith's link from above to explain: www.newscientist.com/article/2312151-cutting-biofuels-can-help-avoid-g.. .
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ShannonFlaherty you are right thankyou for bringing this up. We sure don't want to be spewing gas from grains that are sprayed

with glyphosate. According to Stephanie Seneff PhD in her book Toxic Legacy, even non-GMO grains are sprayed with
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with glyphosate. According to Stephanie Seneff PhD in her book Toxic Legacy, even non-GMO grains are sprayed with

glyphosate, to dessiccate them prior to harvest. Not so smart. The question is, which is the worse animal, the

glyphosate-containing biodiesel or the thickly sludgy, concentrated, highly toxic petrofuel? If people can afford an all electric or

solar car, that would be the best. I will bet that electric cars contribute to electrosmog too. Solar cars may be the way of the

future.
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Great post Mirandola and positive as ever. There's always stuff to do. The sense that "it's too much, I don't know how or don't

have garden space or sunlight" or whatever are excuses. The unwillingness to make a start is how we contribute to the problem

we complain about. If we don't act we're allowing our minds to serve the great "it should be easy and all given to me on a platter."

No, that's the colonized mind talking.  I'd better do so something today, order those water pills in case I have to haul water out of

the town river.
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Thank you Imaginal110. I think you are right, our society is conditioned to dependence instead of independence. If people knew

how empowering and uplifting it is to garden and grow their own food, they might all become addicted to it, society wide. The

food is far fresher, tastes far better, is more colorful, hearing the singing birds and feeling the sun can be so uplifting! Cooking is

fun, and brings families together! We have lost that to the need for both parents to work in order to keep a roof over one's head.

What happens to latchkey kids who raid the fridge and cupboards for GMO snack foods, lacking human company and familial

bonding? Ill behavior, that's what. I think the need to self sustain may end up helping society on many levels, but there may be a

panic phase before the independence happens. We must, I said must, blog to help others. We can do this on the Next Door

neighborhood site and wherever else we can, to help stop the looting and panic to come. THank you all for helping.
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When I read articles like today's I feel good knowing there are places like S. Korea that are doing quite well growing their own

food. South Korea has the land mass about the size of Arkansas with the population of New York and Texas occupying it! Yet

they somehow manage to grow most of their own food. They do import stuff like beef from Australia (Australia is very close to

S. Korea), but they do raise their own cattle. Their biggest land-based protein is pork and most of it is grown on an island to their

south called Jeju: en.wikipedia.org/.../Jeju_Island  . Their pride and joy for land/animal-based protein is the Korean Black Pig:

www.themanual.com/.../jeju-black-pork  This pig literally has free range on this island and is consumed mostly fresh or within

hours/days of harvesting.

The most amazing part about this culture is their ability to provide FRESH produce year round! You literally can go there any day

of the year and buy fresh produce. The most amazing part about this is that they have very little land suitable for farming. It's

mostly MOUNTAINS! They have always had small gardens and greenhouses dotting the landscape that grow food year round,

but the latest and greatest trend is vertical farming. seoulz.com/the-rise-of-smart-vertical-farms-in-korea-the-future-of-far..  I

wish I could Und the article my wife showed me Sat.

They have new apartments being built with vertical farming being incorporated into the structure of the building! So when you

read the headlines of food shortages and famines looming just ahead you have to understand it is a PLANNED/STAGED event. If

S. Korea can feed close to 60 million people on the TINY bit of usable land they have then the USA is capable of supplying food

for the entire world 10 times over!! That's why I have little or no patience/sympathy for the narratives being pushed and I'm

ready to end it today with a revolution.
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JamNJim, that's fantastic! Truly empowering and hope producing! Thankyou for writing about this. We should all post to the

Next Door site and to social media to empower other people. It sounds like this really can be done in small spaces and people

need NOT panic! LEt's help to reduce the panic response in whatever small outreach area we can, and hopefully word will spread

and others will join us in doing the same....especially if asked! It takes a village, and together we can become an unstoppable

tsunami! Be well and stay positive! There is hope.
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No electric cars. Please. Does it not take 6 barrels of oil to do one charging?
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BrianAllen, I did not know that. Is this true? Wow! If so, then the electric car is no environmental help at all, it is just a big

illusion. Thank you for sharing this with us. Got links? It would be good for people, and myself included, to see for further

reading. Again, thank you for bringing this up!
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Mirandola, 70 pounds of coal is burned to produce the electricity to charge an electric car each and every time. In addition, an

obscene amount of energy is used to manufacture those huge batteries. The gubmint can and will, in the future, track every

movement an electric car makes. This will enable people to be punished by remotely limiting their distance traveled or stopping

the car completely for any reason they choose. For example, in relation to their social credit score (posting truths on this or any

site, not being up to date on jabs and boosters, etc.). Another lie they will use is your electric car cannot be operated for the

"sake of the environment". Ask yourself, why are they shoving them down our throats? Not to beneUt the people. Always to

beneUt their agenda.
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Actually, I just learned of this yesterday: https://archive.ph/7MIKz  The title is "Food Chain Reaction crisis simulation ends with global

carbon tax". It was a simulation done in November 2015. Here's the Urst paragraph: "On Monday and Tuesday, 65 international

policymakers, academics, business and thought leaders gathered at the World Wildlife Fund’s headquarters in Washington DC to game

out how the world would respond to a future food crisis." Here are 2 more paragraphs:

"In the face of a steep price spike with looming global food shortages in 2022, the EU at one point suspended its environmental rules

for agriculture and introduced a tax on meat. Both measures were quickly reversed in 2025, as harvests went back to normal and

tensions eased in the hypothetical universe. The most eye-catching result, however, was a deal between the U.S., the EU, India and

China, standing in for the top 20 greenhouse gas emitters, to institute a global carbon tax and cap CO2 emissions in 2030." Someone

from Cargill designed the game.
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It is of note that Industrial scale agriculture relies on broadacre planting of grain based foods, causing issues with loss of biodiversity,

and excessive omega 6 fatty acids (linoleic acid) both in our own food supply, and the food supply of many of the animals we eat. The

industrial agriculturalists do not care about the healthiness of our food supply, they only care about proUts.
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Hear, Hear, Barliman.
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DeUnitely taking it seriously. Joined a CSA about 5 years ago. Inspired a friend to start vegetable gardening. I help them garden. They

got some laying hens too, are also taking it quite seriously. I am stocking up with long-term storable foods. Been at that a while. Have

one rain barrel, not yet hooked up. Need to get on it.
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BEST way to go! Lots of CSA's...
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Have enough wild game in my area to live off the land until I pass. More than enough and it's quite cost effective
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I am composing an email to send around, with links for empowerment in gardening and self sustaining. I hope all concerned will

please join me in doing the same.
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What is a CSA?
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CBD; In response to your question, CSA stands for Community Supported Agriculture.  I noticed yesterday at the local farmers

market there were three different farmers selling their pastured meat in 1 lb sized portions. It was pricey, but not as pricey as

the CSA I belong to.  Also, in talking to them one told me I can email him in advance to get leaf fat and bones etc, that they

normally do not bring to the market except by request.
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"Food Supply" is a commercial market thing controlled by Big Agri and corporations. I buy very little from these groups just like I don't

see doctors or go to hospitals. So if they ALL vanished tomorrow I would celebrate! The only thing that will scare me is all the sheeple

that will be coming to me for food. I think I have enough guns and bullets to keep the thieves away. My water is the thing that worries

me the most. I have a natural spring that runs year-round. It's not a large source of water, but it can easily sustain a small family. That

will be a problem. Water will become GOLD! Keeping people off my property will be a HUGE undertaking.

Hopefully, I can trade water for other commodities. I have a perfect location for raising free range pigs. Gas is the problem. I still need

propane or natural gas with my current arrangement. Solar is out of the question. It's too expensive and requires too much sunlight.

The house on the property does have a roof facing the south so it could be done, but the money required to get a solar system in place

is HUGE! What good is electricity if you have nothing to use it for? That's what makes the Biden Administration's push to go all electric

even more absurd! If this administration is in lockstep with the WEF and they really believe these crises are just ahead, then what since

does it make to “go green” and “all electric”?

Those that survive this planned crises will be those that have and/or have access to gas, water, and food. Having spare propane on

hand will be critical for ALL levels of survival. Boiling water to drink will become necessary. Having a reliable source for Ure will be key

to survival. Tractor Supply sells 100lb, portable propane tanks:

www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/manchester-tank-equipments-100-steel..  I have 3 of these! The problem I’ve been having for the

past 10 years is Unding places to Ull them as most Ulling stations are closed.
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I didn't become this way because I'm a "prepper". I'm anything but a prepper. I did this for health reasons. I was dying from the

FOOD PYRAMID sham and all the BS "health food" being sold at stores and being promoted on TV and in public schools.

Besides, store bought food is horrible! So I learned how to obtain food like I ate as a child when my grandparents and most of

my other relatives lived in the country and everyone grew their own food. I grow very little these days, but I buy from people and

privately own businesses I trust.

The quality of the food is WAY better. I do grow my own lettuce, greens, tomatoes, and such but it is seasonal. I enjoy the fresh

greens in the warmer months. My wife and I may try doing a greenhouse this winter. Again, that's what my grandparents and

relatives all did for decades! My deep freezers are low on meat this year due to all of the COVID BS. I will have licenses to hunt

in 3 different states this year and I plan to get my limit in all 3!
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JamNJim, thank you for telling us your story. We are similar! For me, I Und home gardening to be very fun and rewarding, but we

are all different. THat is the nature of humanity! As for solar installations, I have seen ads about government funding of such

things. Also I saw a blog in which ordinary soda cans were turned into a solar collector. I don't have the details and no longer

have the link, but I am sure there are ways around these things. Also solar roof shingles can be installed instead of hulky

collectors. Which is more Unancially feasible i do not know, but I will also say that I read a true story of a woman in snow

country whose solar roof shingles supplied her with 2/3 of her annual heating and electrical needs.

That's pretty impressive, in snow country. There is a way! Regarding water, I suggest digging a DEEP well so there is always

water even in a drought. The earth stores water which we all can tap. I don't know to be honest if there is a serious impact if

EVERYBODY does this, but in the meantime it seems like a good solution. And collect rainwater. Bah humbug to any murderous

state that says this is illegal, tell 'em off and add to it that they need to go to life prison without parole. It's time for the people to

stand up!
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I'm certainly a prepper! Prevention / politics. Our Creator is all powerful with miracles to do anything without us yet that is not

His way as He uses us and picks the least likely people from our perspective knowing it will work and Ut with His plans. We

must do what is right regardless of impossible because there will be His miracles if it is His plan. I'm more into preparedness

than anyone I know but some things have the potential to be so extremely harsh that no preparedness will be su\cient except

for a most powerful and often overlooked aspect of preparedness which is prevention.

Here in my United States of America, we have under many guises many movements to essentially "fundamentally change"

which means to me to end it and all that made us free, powerful and prosperous. Some hate us, even man including themselves,

and vote for their own demise. Others are well-meaning yet have been duped and are still voting for their own demise.

Prevention in this case is to be motivated to be politically effective and get people to vote to keep our EXCEPTIONAL Nation or

the powers outside that created void will bring Luciferian global governance.

Preparedness for that will be quite a challenge IF even possible! Country living styles of preparedness will be overwhelmed. I

prepare for the harsh times to come far beyond any preparedness I've seen with anyone and I'm very aware among the

preparedness culture yet still I expect surviving, thriving and living with freedom will necessitate miracles from our Creator.

Am I worthy of that? My political activism to keep our United States of America as a gift from our Creator, as evident of how

impossible it was yet with impossible only overcome by many miracles from our Creator that are well documented in our

Founding history, means I can have faith that miracles from our Creator will combine with me doing my part. We are here for a

reason, and it is not to be spectators! RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com be prepared, be very prepared
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Not too long ago I bought one for $170. Now $230.
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kni4266
Joined On 9/21/2017 12:47:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola; in the video I just watched on fermenting veggies and using the special cover you are selling, you said to put the jar in the

fridge right after placing the mixed veggies and culture in the bottle. Aren't those jars suppose to ferment out of the fridge and then

when fermented in about a week, then place them in the fridge?
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Mercola.com Tony R
Joined On 4/25/2011 12:05:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During initial preparation, once the jar lid is secured you should ferment at 72F for 3-4 days. Once ready to consume, replace the

jar lids with mason jar covers and store in the fridge.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A small group of very wealthy men have control over the media as it stands today. Perfectly legally they control what is said and what

is not said in the media. Which basically explains a whole lot of what is going on in government and out of government today. The Urst

step needed in any Republic is to take away the free media and control what is said and not said. That basically is what they are doing.

We have to come to places like Dr. Mercola to arrive at the truth and unfortunately far too many people do not come here. Breaking up

this monopoly in the media means taking away the minority ownership of all the media out there and start exposing the truth instead

of hiding it.

That exposure has to occur like yesterday. The great vulnerability of the media estate is ownership by any minority group over the

whole thing. You really have to be able to see all sides of an issue. The use of slander in the political arena is wide spread and

standard policy in one party. We do have rules against slander in our justice system. But the weakness here is enforcement. If the

justice system is bought off, then it cannot work. Is it bought off? If it smells bad, likely it is bought off. We need a far better correction

system than what is in place right now and judges have to be part of that correction system.

That means a bought off judge has to be brought to trial for conduct unbecoming. Lawyers protect their own. That is seldom

happening under the current system of "justice". I have seen reports where the prosecution holds all the cards. A whole lot of innocent

people can end up in jail in the current system. A shadow of that came about with DNA testing. A huge number of innocent people

convicted were exposed. Even then the states tried to put conditions on their releases. That was a huge liability for the courts. Did they

end up paying for it? In many cases they attempted NOT to pay for it. That is what we are dealing with and it is corrupt.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Dr Mercola. An excellent article and sound advice regarding storing food. Governor Kristi Noem has some very interesting

things to say about the food crisis and pulls no punches: rumble.com/v1ab2h7-gov.-kristi-noem-our-food-supply-is-threatened-beca..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Newlandswanderer! Always on top of it and with excellent links every time! I suggest it can be very helpful if we

compose emails to Urst warn but then empower people with solutions-oriented links, but Urst quoting politicians themselves.

This lends credibility and can help to break denial. Thank you for that,Newlandswanderer! Much appreciation.
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willy1123
Joined On 6/1/2022 6:27:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’d prefer to keep eating beef, Ush, and my home grown vegetables. If these demonic freaks think cricket casserole is the answer, let

them have at it. Well, we’re waiting.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why not? Tastes are different. I like beef too:)
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let them eat stink bugs and see how long that last.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MMMM!!! I will dig my fork into my grasshopper pie!!! Hahaha! YEs I am making a joke on purpose. Comic relief! That's what we

all need. The truth is that they can't make anybody eat insects unless people bow to it. That is never going to happen. So....let

them eat cake, I mean pie...grasshopper pie! Enjoy.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I talk about this topic at work some people walk away like I’m blowing smoke in their face. One young guy has two small children

and no clue. He and his family will be in the Urst wave of the deceased. I just can’t imagine being so unwilling to face reality, even

refusing to prepare when you have children to care for.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it will help to quote Pres. Biden and the WEF. And whoever would have thought that the WWII concentration camps would

have happened? Yet they did. This is a good denial shaker/breaker! But sometimes denial rejects all reality, no matter who we

quote or what we invoke. We can't help that. At least we did our best. If people scoff and laugh, it becomes their own fault later

as they fall into the trap. Horrible, and just very painful to watch. And we can't help that either. All we can do is to take care of

ourselves. If we do, we are in a better position to help others, once they wake up.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Mirandola, I don’t bother with history lessons or snazzy quotes, I get to the point. This kid speciUcally I told our state has more

water than any other but he’ll need to purify it; get a puriUer. Stock up on canned goods, get a Ushing rod. Also suggested thick

garbage bags for removing personal excrement. Just basic stuff but he’s more interested in dancing to the pied piper. I

understand that I will have to seal my door at some point like Noah did and not open it regardless of the cries, begging and

screaming without. Not all my “save yourself advice” is altruistic; I want to reduce my efforts, ammo use and stress of shooting

savage looters and dumb wanderers IF it gets as bad as they say because I can’t and won’t help others at a certain point. Hence

my sharing basic info with my work friends or random people I meet. They can take it or leave it. I will continue to talk about it

till I don’t bc it’s to late. Noah didn’t stop working or talking; I’m not either- Best to all!
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Magnolia
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:52:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will fall to the self-disciplined and prepared to care for the children. I will not let innocent children fall through the cracks.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We’ve had “fake foods “ for a long time. Check out most junk food, potato chips, candy bars, heavily processed food, etc
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Mirandola "something is wrong with fundamentalist christianity.." True Christianity is essentially about challenging the dominant

oppressive structures to create social justice. Remember Jesus??? And, great leaders like Martin Luther King Jr., Desmond Tutu,

Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi -- their central message expressed from a christian framework was their commitment to change

the world by ending oppression of the poor and marginalised, the ones whom Jesus sided with. Today's christian fundamentalists are

far removed from this true Christianity, which espouses social justice, love and equality.

This is evident in many of the comments by fundamentalist christians on Mercola I have noticed over the years, comments that reEect

xenophobia, racism, judgementalism towards those outside their "tribe". As Rev Cornel West noted, "the fundamentalist Christians

want to be fundamental about everything, except 'love thy neighbor.'" Fundamentalists more often than not adhere to the Neoliberal

stance of "blame the victim", for example, the poor and other marginalised groups, are subject to moral judgements by

Fundamentalists, so they can be punished and shamed. They hate those on welfare, yet forget it was the poor whom Jesus reached

out to.

Good luck with Jesus returning to save you! We save ourselves through developing and expressing compassion, love and humility, the

spiritual gifts of the soul. Jesus preached that "the Kingdom of Heaven is WITHIN..." It is not a place in the sky, it is a consciousness

we develop in ourselves. This is our spiritual responsibility, do the hard work of keeping ourselves in check, rather than judging others!

But of course, it's much easier to read the bible literally and just wait for Jesus to come back the rescue you, and the best part for

fundamentalists, to punish all others!
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prediction? They're part of the planning.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Must be bugs are really e\cient delivery systems for their gene editing programs and the like.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is one I will not be able to try with my waterbed...
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Magnolia
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:52:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You do NOT listen to either the Rockefeller Foundation or the WEF. Those shortages are MANUFACTURED!!!!! It's not climate change.

They are manipulating the weather.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A close friend told me this is our destiny. We were born in this time for a reason. We must not cower. And then another friend sent this

to me. (People are waking up!) They are playing soon up by moms birth town in Ontario. If you listen to the words, they are spot on.

They have clear Rush and zeppelin inEuence. How I wish Stanley Becker could listen. But maybe he is. https://youtu.be/2cSp5QY7zo4
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is no joke folks. The attack on beef has started in Canada due to its saturated fat content, as if saturated fat is bad. "Health

Canada Proposal for Warning Label on Ground Beef Upsets Ranchers. Beef producers are mounting opposition to a Health Canada

proposal to label ground beef sold in stores as high in saturated fat. The proposal is part of an upcoming policy requiring warning

labels on foods high in saturated fat, sugars, and sodium."

www.theepochtimes.com/health-canada-proposal-for-warning-label-on-grou..  Did you say insects? Dated March 2021, this article

states "Two Ontario companies that raise crickets for food announced new funding last month for their expansion plans.

Entomo Farms, one of North America’s leading cricket producers, announced it closed a round of fundraising totalling $3.7 million to

support growth and expansion. Founded in 2014 by brothers Jarrod, Darren, and Ryan Goldin, Entomo Farms produces cricket

powders, cricket Eour and whole roasted insects. The Norwood, Ont. company has grown to 60,000 square feet of production space

and supplies protein and crickets to dozens of brands and food companies around the world."

www.albertafarmexpress.ca/news/business-is-hopping-for-ontario-cricket..
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola looks good in the fermentation video: tanned, in ketosis and longer hair.
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MyTVC15
Joined On 5/15/2021 12:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone, there are already great channels on Telegram to join with others. Homestead Collective, The Resistance, The White Rose,

Prepper Collective and The Freedom Cell Network are just a few of many. There is so much in the way of useful information, and

"alternative" constructs that have already been built. My suggestion would be not to reinvent the wheel; check these places Urst and

see what's to be found.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They want the survivors of their mass-murderous manifesto controlled. And the beat goes on.
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They don't intend to have survivors! bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program
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joeanddonna
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The trail to the truth deUnitely discloses premeditated planning for years. No one cared about the 40 million Americans in poverty

following the 2008 Unancial fallout and now I wonder if the mortgage crisis and foreclosures were all part of their master plan...as if it

was the Urst step to owning nothing? And as far as rotten non-nutritious food, it's been junk for decades. Covid had nothing to do with

'exposing the disparities'...and people like Dr. Mercola Ughting for years against GMOs, Round-up, Euoride, etc., as well as Ughting for

health education, regenerative farming, Vitamin D access, etc., must drive them crazy! I see it all very clearly now but honestly, I am

hoarse trying to convince family and friends. So, I work quietly but pragmatically. I'm on Dr. Mercola's team 100% now and will Ught

back. This lull before the storm is precious time, time to mentally and physically prepare. But be careful Dr. Mercola, those monsters

could be building a hit list!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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The Rockefeller's have mastered the problem, reaction, solution ponzi scheme.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/bilderberg-is-back-as-ugly-as-ever
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Maranatha Today
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Add this to the wicked tyranny we're seeing! bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program
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Saw her interview with Dr. Jane Ruby. She has done a Une job building on what I wrote about in October of 2021.

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-1

 | secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-2

 | secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-3
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Jackaroni
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I'm not against the use of insects as a supplemental food as they have been commonly consumed by primitive cultures. I did try a

snack made of bugs and thought it tasted disgusting, so I guess it's an acquired taste. BUT... industrializing and patenting the raising

of insects for food raises all kinds of red Eags. GMO insects for breakfast, anyone?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jackaroni, I respect you fully for your open mind. For myself, I can't help but see this....business.....of the mere thought of

feeding people insects, as purely abusive and degrading. I Und this sickening, and a sign of themselves, sick minds. Very.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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FYI, I have been checking out water Ulters and Berkey gets a LOT of bad reviews.
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The thing we found with Berkey is priming the Ulters. This is paramount to it Ultering the water relatively quickly. My friend had

to call the company and watch videos of how to do it.
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Berkey's primary Ulter is just charcoal and is over priced, but there is a secondary Ulter that substantially reduces Euoride and

many other substances. I have a Berkey for that reason, and while expensive, the Ulters last for a long time and the Ultered

water is still far cheaper than bottled water.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Why the bad reviews, cost? I've had one for 8 years and it is supposed to have the highest level of e\ciency and puriUcation.
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ICFUBAR
Joined On 6/5/2021 6:48:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Odd how so many food production plants have been disrupted from operation while not one of the insect plants have had a hiccup in

their operations.
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Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM
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Overall, I cannot grasp the thought that the USA cannot feed itself and depends on Ukraine from another side of the world. Something

is wrong. Are people so lazy or just dependent on the government and wait till somebody brings food to the door. I talk about healthy

and capable to act people.
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Hey, everyone knows that food comes from Grub Hub! Why worry?
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some of We the People didn't participate in Fraudci's euthanasia clot shot program so now they are going to starve us.
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Some people belong in prison. But let's not give them power. INstead, let's take care of our own selves. That is ultimately the

solution. There is a lot we can do. God bless.
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I honestly feel like a supernatural or higher power is literally steering me AWAY from "prepping"....I keep hearing in my head "IT WONT

BE NECESSARY"
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sometimes we can be feeling the voice of our genuine intuition, and other times our intuition can project our own denial. Only

each person individually, can sort that out.
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davidle
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Joseph helped prep Egypt for a coming famine. Think again.
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Scout motto...be prepared
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Sanbruno69
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CUT  THE  CORD!! LIVE YOUR BEST LIVES!!
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EstherOul
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If you live in the Chicago, lower Michigan, and western Indiana areas, please consider buying your pastured beef, organic eggs,

naturally raised chickens, raw cow and goat milk and dairy products, and organic fermented vegetables from Family Farms Coop. This

is the group of Amish and non-Amish farmers that Dr. Mercola contacted almost two decades ago. You join a private buying club,

making the milk legal to obtain. (You buy a share of the herd, pay for its feed and care, and get your own milk for "free," making it

legal.) You can get information by emailing Annette at familyfarmscooperative@gmail.com And if you want to read a real-life horror

story, look up "Richard Hebron raw milk," which was the Michigan government's attempt to shut them down. Richard prevailed, and he

still comes once a month to various drop-off points with his excellent food.
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We have the exact same thing here in SW OH, Esther, and the gov't tried the exact thing with our Amish farmers. "Tried" being

the operative word. No matter where anyone lives in the US, go to farmmatch.com. Just type in your zip code and the site will

direct you to co-op farms near your area. Of course it is not the cheapest way to go, but it has kept me out of Kroger and we eat

healthier local products in season. I just reformatted my budget and got rid of monthly expenses I no longer NEED. That money I

save monthly now goes to fresh local food. It has gotten to the point where my extra freezer in the basement is full, so I have

started canning everything, even meat. I feel pretty good about my situation. For now...
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So MANY food processing plant Ures in 22 and culling of chickens and beef. Way to many NOT to be anything than intentional...
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Jackaroni
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Agreed. I am eagerly waiting to receive my order of a side of 100% grass fed beef. I will also be purchasing pastured chicken

from the same rancher. I also buy pastured eggs and raw milk. While this food is more expensive, eliminating junk food like

soda and chips can make up the difference in cost, not to mention the savings in health care.
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Jackaroni, the food is NOT expensive. That is simply what REAL food costs.
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It's not 'just' the Rockefeller Foundation, but every craft brotherhood/sisterhood of idolatrous craft working behind the scenes& hating

the God of truth& his written, unchanging, preserved word. And they don't do it honestly& upfront, but are deceitful, vile,& seductive:&

when seduction doesn't work it turns violent& w/o any shred of natural affection in a New York minute:grooming the little ones into the

same perversities, deceit& delusion,& violence calling good evil& evil good behind the backs of those who aren't that far down the

slide yet.

People have been warning& coming out of MY$TERY to warn for decades, centuries,& the preserved word of God, the plain word of the

KJB/AV exposes pride plainly in its uncorrupted light& the link to the 1st proud self-corrupted one, between lust& lust, greed for illegit

gain w/ no restraints:fornication& greed for monetary, property gain:the merchandising& fornication: for it comes from the hearts of

men casting off all restraint& truth in pretense,& left w/o any protection from that spirit.

Disarming& shutting off their soulish minds, opening the door of their souls to any spirit w/ no discernment, willfully turned from truth.

Meanwhile cultivated, initiated, 'groomed' media blackouts, cultivated 'Queen Bees' & inUltrators,& people whose living entails playing

God w/ the lives of others as 'counselors'& drug-pushers, eugenics transhumanism enthusiasts& cultists,inUltrating every institution

promoting their lies in backhanded& deceitful ways have clouded things.

It's confusion& the absence of truth, discretion, modesty, humility. There is none righteous,& when men forget that or pretend

otherwise then this is where it always ends at the bottom of the Romans 1 KJB/AV cultural slide. That's why the beginning of the

attack is always to keep people from the word of God or to corrupt it& promote the corruptions that leave the sorcerers pretending to

be shepherds to 'divine' what should be in there & what it should mean.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/29/2022 6:38:24 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2) Like the spirit they serve, they don't want tolerance. They want worship....and conformity to their sins without tolerance or

choice.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/29/2022 6:41:47 AM
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your comments here are much needed and very accurate. I was thinking at this time we may be in a trial which calls for the

patience of the saints, as God brings forth the judgment of the vials/bowls upon the evil and unbelievers. We must continue to

pray that His kingdom come, His will be done on earth as it is in heaven. We all need to spread the true gospel of Jesus Christ

with all we come across for that is the only power of God to save that we have been given. People need to know of their

condition, their sin nature which is condemning them to eternal destruction. We are not without hope because Jesus conquered

death and the grave. He rose again from the dead and all who are inn Him will do the same and have eternal life with Him. We

can prepare for the worst but we remain hidden in Christ as we do so. We have not been given the spirit of fear but rather of

power and love and a sound mind. 2 Tim1:7 God is doing His work as sovereign over all.
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ShadowLady
Joined On 10/27/2009 9:28:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess those who are poor and sick are doomed to die.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/29/2022 3:20:55 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We’re all dying- Are the sick and poor entitled to more than the rest of us?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/29/2022 7:26:30 AM
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my best pirate voice "THEMS THAT DIE BE THE LUCKY ONES, ARGGHH"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/29/2022 7:31:35 AM
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ katndognco - the poor and sick (I have CFIDS) are far less capable of adopting protective measures of course. Growing our

own veg for example?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/29/2022 7:46:09 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bee70578 my best thought is to purchase foods at each shopping, bit by bit, that are stocked in the cupboard and even in the

garage if need be. God bless. There is a way out. Sprouting also is quick and easy. Shadowlady, we can only be victims if we

allow ourselves to be. Fear focuses on the evil doer, empowerment looks at what can be done to take care of one's own self.

That is the solution. God bless.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Foraging is free, many weeds are very nutritious. Dandelions are one of the most nutritious greens available!
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angelenaorreygmail.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 3:37:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis 101  I just read the letter you posted . That is I read when I could see through the tears . I have a few friends I could send that

letter to and probably will. Thank you for posting the link. My daughter died last Sept. one week after the second shot they and her

staff had to have to keep their business open. I walk hand in hand with grief and rage everyday while at the same time , trying to Und a

way to live my life with an open heart toward everyone. Somedays, that's just not possible. Blessings to you .
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Angel your post and story is heartbreaking. I am so incredibly sorry to read this. We have a granddaughter badly harmed by her

four month vaccine and what you have lost is also my greatest fear. There are no words I can think of to say.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Angel, so sorry for your loss. I know the feelings and heartbreak of losing a daughter. I lost my daughter many years ago in a

tragic motorcycle accident. I was over the top with rage at the company and driver that allowed their truck & trailer on the road

with faulty brake and turn signals. She did the best she could as they made an unexpected turn in front of her on her Harley.

Witnesses said she was gone in two minutes as they held her.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are all here so sorry for you and your family, Angelena! It is devastating to lose a family member, a son or daughter, a parent.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Angelena, we grieve with you for your loss! Never forget that Spirit World is a beautiful place. I knew someone who crossed over

and came back to tell the tale. She said: "I felt perfect love, I felt perfect peace" on the other side of this life. And those who

cross over and return, living to tell the tale, include aetheists, agnostics and believers all alike! the spirit world is real. Our best

thoughts and prayers are with you. God bless! "Mirandola"
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My reply to "angel..." "Angel, so sorry for your loss. I know the feelings and heartbreak of losing a daughter. I lost my daughter many

years ago in a tragic motorcycle accident. I was over the top with rage at the company and driver that allowed their truck & trailer on

the road with faulty brake and turn signals. She did the best she could on her Harley as they made an unexpected turn in front of her.

Witnesses said she was gone in two minutes as they held her."
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nooooo; NOT a 'prediction'! A PLAN!!!!!! People keep calling Alex Jones/InfoWars (the CIA-CREATED catch phrase) 'conspiracy theorist'

when, IN FACT, all Alex Jones does is READ (or watch the video of) WHAT THE GLOBALISTS WRITE about THEIR PLANS.......for US!!

'THEY' have written NUMEROUS BOOKS, 'White Papers' and have given NUMEROUS SPEECHES!!! It's ALWAYS BEEN........RIGHT OUT IN

THE OPEN!! (of what 'THEY' want to DO to US!) Want to know what these EVIL PSYCHOPATHS HAVE IN STORE FOR YOU???? DO what

Alex Jones does.......PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT 'THEY' SAY THAT 'THEY' ARE GOING TO DO TO YOU!!!!!!!

READ 'their' BOOKS; READ 'their' WHITE PAPERS; WATCH the vids of 'their' SPEECHES. It's THAT SIMPLE!! Alex Jones has been

'screaming from the roof top' for YEARS, about 'WHATS COMING'. And all he'd get from the DUMBED-DOWN, LOW IQ MASSES, is them

PARROTING (CIA-CREATED)......'CONSPIRACY THEORIST!'. 'NOBODY' wanted to LISTEN!!........Well, ARE YA LISTENING

NOW???????????
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, thanks for that link! I have a few friends who complied at the beginning out of fear, and now regret the decision. Like Mattias

Desmet, they see the storyline clearly now and have told me to just say goodbye to other long-time friends who are still under the spell,

because they will simply not be able to handle the truth, or believe the lies ("I don't care if it is true, I don't believe it!" one of them

actually said to me).  To all of you here, the links and comments you have made are valuable and I often copy them along with the PDF

from Mercola. Almond, especially, I do wish I could learn more from your wisdom (I wish my old-country grandmother had lived longer;

like you, she knew the ways of the Earth, but she died when I was only 7. But I remember her vegetable garden, the root cellar, the fruit

trees, the Eower gardens, the chickens and wheat mill). Thanks to everyone for sharing your knowledge!
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joeanddonna
Joined On 9/7/2011 9:14:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with Mirandola...I don't want to hear about Christianity...I want to SEE people act like Christians. Read Mere Christainity by C. S.

Lewis and you'll know what's "wrong" with mankind.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently, these "geniuses" are not aware of the pitfalls of AI broadcast technology. Cellular and radio broadcasts have reduced

insect populations to historical lows. There have been numerous studies available for decades. > > > I’ve posted articles regarding

negative health consequences of wireless infrastructure for years. Notice the (long) list of published studies at the close of the article.

> > > Environmental Effects of 5G, Internet of Things, and Small Cells on Birds, Bees, Trees and Climate (Video) > > > AUGUST 4, 2021

> > > www.activistpost.com/2021/08/environmental-effects-of-5g-internet-of-t..  > > > Try feasting on a cellphone sandwich some

time. Mmmmm.....
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An example of such study: > > > Exposure of Insects to Radio-Frequency Electromagnetic Fields from 2 to 120GHz > > >

www.nature.com/.../s41598-018-22271-3  > > > Let's cook the little buggers! Mmmmm.....
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM
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Thank you Paul, for those comments. I'm an entomologist, and we have been writing about insect decline for years

(www.pnas.org/.../pnas.2023989118  ), (www.science.org/.../where-have-all-insects-gone  ),

(www.scientiUcamerican.com/article/as-insect-populations-decline-scien..  ) and many others much older...the shills write it

'ain't true' but we know it is. It really wasn't until 'bee colony collapse' caught the media's attention in 2006 that people suddenly

realized that they didn't need to scrape insect bodies off their windshields anymore after an evening drive, so something was

happening....I think that's why Klaus and his minions want to set up breeding facilities for insects; most people don't even

realize that they eat insect wax every day from produce in the grocery stores, anyway (everything is waxed to stop oxidation

from occurring so quickly as everything is weeks old by the time it arrives).

The wax is animal, (insect), mineral or chemical and there are sign hanging in the produce section to tell people, but most don't

read them. If the insects are bred in a lab, they can be manipulated to contain whatever pathogens they wish to infect the

population with, and I most of you here know they have developed 'vaxxines' that can be grown within produce such as lettuces.

Insecticides are only part of the problem. As Paul rightly points out, the changes in EMF are a major issue, but there isn't much

research being published about it.

Insects use completely different matrices than we do, which includes chemo-electromagnetic Uelds. To Und mates, to Und

hostplants, to Und conspeciUcs, to Und habitats, to migrate (many insects migrate, not just Monarch butterEies or locusts)...and

we've pretty destroyed most of it with urban landscaping and big-ag farming practices, not to mention lack of education &

fear-mongering (mosquitoes! Zika, etc, which by the way, the gov't owns patents f
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

why is Gates buying up so much land? Does anyone deUnitively know what is the real story there?
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try to wake the idiots up. Only takes 10-11% for a revolution (like the US in 1776). Don't buy their stinkin' bugs or cooperate in any way

whatsoever!  These are the Unal death throes of the global cabal . Nuremberg 2.0 trials in 2023.  Check out New Earth Insights.
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The basic goal of the architects, which has been achieved, was to set up legal conditions in which all governing power in the United

States could be automatically transferred from the citizens and the three Constitutional branches into the two hands of the Health and

Human Services Secretary, effective at the moment the HHS Secretary himself declared a public health emergency, legally

transforming free citizens into enslaved subjects. That happened on Jan. 31, 2020, in effect as of Jan. 27, 2020 through the present

day. In other words: Congress and US Presidents legalized and funded the overthrow of the U.S. Constitution, the U.S. government and

the American people, through a massive domestic bioterrorism program relabeled as a public health program, conducted by the HHS

Secretary on behalf of the World Health Organization and its Unancial backers." "Legal implications derived from the main premise:

There is no stopping condition.

EUA products are exempt from laws regulating researcher use of investigational, experimental drugs, devices and biologics on human

beings. EUA products are exempt from laws regulating physician use of approved drugs, devices and biologics as medical treatments

for patients. There are no manufacturers of experimental products (EUA products are not part of any clinical investigation, and

therefore not experimental.) There are no government or private contracts for purchase of experimental products; there are only

contracts for large scale vaccine manufacturing demonstrations.’ There is no act of administration of any experimental products.

There are no nurses or pharmacists administering experimental products. There are no human subjects (of experiments) or patients

(of physicians providing treatment) receiving experimental products: no victims. There is no party responsible for the wellbeing of

recipients after administration of EUA products." bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/american-domestic-bioterrorism-program
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MyriamSoJa
Joined On 11/5/2012 10:33:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried to share this on twitter and it was automatically blocked!
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Let them eat cake !
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Hi, Did you know about a computer called ALADDIN???? www.bitchute.com/.../B1d2a6rJWAhr
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Randyfast
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Yes.
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM
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Why the worry about food shortages when the WEF's goal is to reduce the world population by 50%? Kinda makes all this talk about

insects and fake food a moot point.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Because the shortages are not natural but contrived, planned and orchestrated regardless of the number of people in any area

at any time.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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Part of the plan is to conUscate. Meaning they will come in and take the stored food you have. This was set into law under the Obama

Administration and has not come about yet. Don't worry the plan is there IF and WHEN the government deems it necessary. ConUscate

is the polite term for STEAL. The Urst stage is to conUscate any all weapons the public has. That step is to make sure they know about

every weapon available in public hands. That is why licensing weapons is so important to these people. I personally saw a police team

surround my next door neighbor's house on suspicion that his sister-in-law was close to suicide. They came in with weapons drawn.

The neighbor had a stand off with them for about 4 hours. He called his lawyer. At that point in time the city lawyer stepped in and

ordered the police to stand down. They kept us in our house by order of this police group while they started the confrontation. They

(meaning the police) then kept everyone out of the range of Ure while they used my truck as a barrier between them and my neighbor.

My neighbors are senior citizens. As a former AP with the US Air Force I am a trained policeman with a security background. The

proper way to handle the situation was to take someone non-threatening and ask if these people needed help.

There was no threat. Instead they increased any threat that may have been there by a police team moving on the house. That was at

considerable expense to the city and potential liability. The only sane person in this was the city law director who was able to call the

whole thing off. My neighbor is alive. His sister-in-law is alive no thanks to this over enthusiastic group of police. But I can see this

same NAZI approach being used to conUscate food some where down the road. You want to change all of this you need a FREE media

not a controlled media. Exposing names, exposing people taking this approach, then recall, impeach, whatever needed.
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einkaufen
Joined On 9/26/2012 12:39:22 AM
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well,  judging on the number of comments posted, not too many are worried about their future food supply.  Maybe there are bigger

things to worry about right now and foods down the list.   Though maybe food production and supply should be elevated up the priority

list.  One great part of growing, preparing and sharing food is the great social interaction.  Great purpose and a social hive.  It does

require stability so buying / long term renting of land is usually a cornorstone. Remember the cooperatives ... just as needed as ever.  !!

 go for it.  shares in a coop can be sold too if someone has to move on.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Hello Einfaufen, I have 21 different non (GMO) seeds, I am planting them for MORE seeds...seeds are currency. salt is currency,

other skill sets are currency. I am a prepper. The ( criminal cabal) want to go genocidal, lets network and survive the cabal's (so

called) reset!!
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NancyLJ
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People are still sleeping across the country. Give them time to wake up and comment
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Mary990
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The social interaction is big because where everyone is stuck looking at their phones now instead of actual people. Or they

constantly see someone wearing a mask. They see and yearn for the contact they clearly don't have right now. Food can still be

found in stores so the needs are still a bit higher up on the hierarchy.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gruesse Einkaufen, big plots of land may or may not be required, please see my thread with links including to Window Farming,

which happened in New York City. And it is amazing how much can be grown on a small plot of land, please see the second link

I posted. People would be astonished. With these both and sprouting, we can indeed do well. And we can become part of the

solution.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All these creeps who have created the problems of the food chain need to be gathered up and slaughtered. These people are pure evil.

They have too much money to know what is a good way to spend it. Their riches can be taken and used to help the poor. I'm no

psychiatrist, but these idiots are out of their minds with greed and hatred for their fellow man. I say, pick them all up and execute them.

Then take their riches and divide it among the poor.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yawn.... Rolling over in my bed high on MyMountain......its a bit of a tenebriUc day...  So I'll just stay in Bed..and snooze.............hey I

deserve it !!! I split about 1/2 cord of Urewood last evening....and stacked it....*Used to use an axe..than a splitting mall...and I had a

few extra$$ so I bought an electric log splitter,... Now this Gizmo works pretty good... Oh yeah , I forgot , Food shortage? IDK but the

food stores seem to be packed full...only thing is the prices have made in harder to buy...maybe a bit of' 'price gauging' , and the TV

and Internet 'news scammers like Gag-al and YaPoo....are hyping it along......besides most people eat too much...
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Hi all, Sorry , but off topic, a must listen to, supporting the Terrain theory......www.bitchute.com/.../B1d2a6rJWAhr
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Barliman
Joined On 9/9/2010 9:56:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is more a bit from column A, a bit from column B. Nether Germ theory alone, nor terrain theory alone make much sense. As

organisms we must be robust enough to avoid becoming dinner for other organisms (including microorganisms) but that

resistance depends upon our nutritional state, our individual genetic limitations and other issues like crowding and

transmission of infection. Sure the terrain is important- but only in the presence of microorganisms. I have an issue with the

"terrain theory" enthusiasts as they often seem to be saying there are no microorganisms to worry about, when we know that

there are many and they produce speciUc infections based on the biochemistry of the microorganism.

ie Gangrene is produced by organisms that can rapidly break down the fascial planes in the host's tissue, and also deoxygenate

the tissues, allowing rapid spread of the infection. (ie Clostridium perfringens as compared to Staphylococcus aureus- which is

more inclined to produce localised abscesses. Claiming that Terrain Theory is exclusively true to the exclusion of Germ Theory

(which may not be what you are claiming) risks looking foolish and giving the social skeptics something to attack us with.
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sylviesg
Joined On 4/24/2021 7:39:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, there is one thing I Und good: the end of raising animals in horrible conditions, the end of making them go through horrible

time before and during their killing... of course insects will have to go through that too, but they are not as close relatives to humans as

are animals, and they do not make bonds with humans and develop trust with humans as do farm animals, so the pain is less with

insects. But of course, for the rest of all what is explained in the article, this taking control of the food is evil and scary and we must

take control over our own food. Garden, wood stove and making sure we have wood for later (it is a must in countries with cold winters

if we cannot trust that we will always have electricity, and there is not enough sun for solar energy), water puriUcation (Birkey),

dehydration of food, fermentation... all the things mentioned in the article should be a priority right now, to get prepared for what is

coming.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sylviesg Always wonderful to watch a farmer call out to their cows, who then run across the Uelds towards the farmer. Old

fashioned farmers are a wonderful group who care about the animals, and where the animals show equal regard for the farmer.
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Mary990
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There is a reason though why the real meat all goes sold out and then you see Bill Gates fake meat almost entirely unpurchased

sitting right next to it even in the midst of the major shortages in 2020. No one wants fake meat. We evolved over thousands of

years as carnivores. And I have seen a few vegetarians that get pets, either dogs or cats, and try to make their pet a vegetarian

as well and what you see is the pets health diminishes where the animal nearly almost dies. This is not normal. This is sick in

my opinion. All of us naturally evolved as carnivores. What could possibly go wrong with this plan?
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Chriscoles, I remember my grandfather calling out to his sheep like that!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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All Une and good but people are NOT related to animals.
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dmclean15
Joined On 10/17/2020 3:08:15 AM
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Post 2 Satan one of the angelic sons was taunting the living God saying the only reason that humans severed God was not out of love,

but for the things they get. Which was a lie, so he has had time to try to prove this and Satan has not been able to. Christians have lost

their lives because of a Love of their Creator and Great Respect to his Son for his Ransom SacriUce for us to be Repurchased. So

Jesus just Battled with Satan and threw him out along with those opposing the Father. Knowing he has a short period of time, this

Roaring Devil is trying to take down as many of man as he can. Has he done this ? yes, just with his inEuencing the Riders - War, Food

Shortage and Deadly Plague.

Misery loves company. He is mad as, you know it. 1 Peter 5:8 Keep your senses, be watchful! Your adversary, the Devil, walks about

like a roaring lion, seeking to devour someone. What does the Devil look like :He Uercely attacks God’s worshipers.—1 Peter 5:8. A

great dragon. He is frightful, powerful, and destructive.—Revelation 12:9. Bible verses about the Devil 2 Corinthians 11:14: “Satan

himself keeps disguising himself as an angel of light.” Things supposed to look good really aren't. Lies is what they are, Depopulation,

New World Order, Trans humanism. It is all playing out exactly as the Bible told us. I'm a Bible Teacher.

I have been one for 40 years and actually even as a teenager I was a Spiritual Person. I just didn't know the Creator or his son like I do

now and what I have learned is amazing for me to see it really happening. The Kingdom is the only real hope for Mankind. If Adam and

Eve hadn't sinned? Where would they be ? Right Here on the earth. The earth was not created to be destroyed. It won't be destroyed.

Would the Creator Allow that ? No. The Model Prayer - We have been praying for the Kingdom. Let your Kingdom Come, your will be

Done in Heaven also on the Earth. This is Our Real Hope, the Real Life. Check out JW.org
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Randyfast
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Bible teacher? It states clearly, in Revelation, that the current heaven and earth will be destroyed and God will create a new

heaven and earth. There are actually a number of verses that mention this. --

bible.knowing-jesus.com/.../New-Heavens-And-New-Earth
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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All the proud witches& sorcerers, builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone making their own way,& trying to force or

deceive all into fulUlling their idolatrous humanist fantasies& perversions turned from truth are 'spiritual'. The telltale sign is that

they are intolerant while hypocritically pretending to be tolerant& redeUning it by their vain imaginations. They deny sin& claim

exclusion& superiority,& blameshift. They misrepresent God who has revealed himself in the word& use their idolatrous

imaginations to make a god that Uts their vaporous dreams,& accommodates their sins: the most subtle corrupting the

scriptures& confusing people w/ the confusion of their antichrist fakes w/ Rome the master/mistress of all of that carrying

forward Babylon& Egypt.

They follow&need deUled initiated gangs. What matters is which spirit is behind a person's 'spirituality': the father of lies: the

thief who comes only to steal, to destroy& to kill; or the Faithful& True of the biblical Godhead, the holy, holy, holy; including the

Holy Spirit who offers the Door out to hope& the better kingdom to come followed by the new heavens& earth.

1 John 4 KJB/AV. See also 1 Timothy 4 w/ regard to the link between this food control& their connection to fornication &

lawlessness, hating truth& God's order which needs not men to assert or force it:that's another subtle, bloody, impure fake

which hates& fears the light of truth, the written word of God.

It's the spirit of self-righteousness,self-exaltation& forced conformity, of MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF

HARLETS& ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. The only possible stay to these things is for su\cient numbers of people to

individually repent to turn back to God's truth,& to believe the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures to give

them a hope transcending this dying wicked world,&for the hope of the resurrection w/ the only su\cient transformation of

these vile& corrupt, dying temporal bodies.
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Brian; that makes sense.
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Dr. Mercola I can't believe you, Food Shortages were recorded in the Bible thousands of years ago, these very ones in our day in

Revelations the third rider of the apocalypse. In Matthew chapter 24, it told of these things, Luke 21, 2 Timothy 3:1-5 and need I say

anymore. It is a part of the Last Days of the Conclusion of this system of things. The Good News is that before Doomsday is to end it

all. A Bible Scripture said that unless the Creator didn't step in --- Matthew 24:22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no Eesh

would be saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut short. We two have a Cry of Peace and Security that needs

to be FulUlled --- When Men Say “Peace and Security,” Then Sudden Destruction!

THE major reason the coming world peace set up by human leaders will be only momentary is because Bible prophecy foretells this.

How so? Writing to Christians nineteen centuries ago, the apostle Paul said these words:1 Thess. 5:3. When making decisions, we

usually consult someone who is older and wiser than we are. In a similar way, we can Und sound guidance for our future from a Source

who is far older and wiser than we are. The counsel from this One has come to us from the Bible. Here is another few things to think

about. In Revelations, the four riders depict 1 Riding the White Horse to his Conquest - Jesus ; 2 the Red Horse - the culmination of

Wars that have taken away peace from this earth just in the last 100 years ; 3 the Black Horse and Food Shortage - usually during

times of war, but also man's craziness with his Franken Food and lastly the Pale Colored Horse signifying Death from Plague and

Pestilence or Biological Warfare.

Have these things taken place ? yes and do we see who is the King of the North and South ? yes Russia and the US and what

contributes to these horrendous Crimes against Humanity ? In Revelations 12:7-9 it talks about Micheal - Jesus ridding Satan and his

hordes from Heaven. Post 2
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I don't believe any of this has taken place. I believe we are being lied to and manipulated. The pandemic was fabricated in a lab.

It was never a pandemic to start with. They (the WHO, the CDC, and the like) changed the deUnition of what a pandemic is just

prior to the outbreak. Using the old deUnition, there never was a pandemic. Without a declared pandemic, there are no

lockdowns, social distancing, "WARP SPEED", masks mandates, and/or EUA'a. Without lockdowns, you basically have no

problems at all. You have no supply chain interruptions, no rush to stock up on food/supplies, no hoarding, and no shortages. It

should be very clear by now that all of this was planned and not part of some biblical prediction.

The way you can tell this is my simply observing the actions of state governments here in the USA. Those of us that are more

conservative have basically called an end to the pandemic, ended all the handouts that are pandemic related, ended the mRNA

jab mandates, ended the mask mandates, and have turned back the clock of time of our own justice system (pre-1973). Those

states that are doubling down on STUPID just happen to be the ones with the most people that have graduated from Klaus

Schwab's WEF "Young Global Leaders" (YGL) graduate program. At least two of those states have sitting governors that

graduated from Schwab's YGL program (California and Michigan).

Then there's New York with the highest number of graduates per capita. These states see they are losing. They are all Liberal

and they are all failing miserably. There's not one single Liberal state, that's pushing this WEF agenda, that is succeeding right

now. People and corporations both are leaving these states in MASS DROVES! So, that tells me the "END OF DAYS" is nowhere

near and most people are smart enough to see the forest from the trees. More proof of this is more rumors of TX seceding from

the US: news.yahoo.com/texas-republicans-want-secede-united-223147171.html
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Another "light at the end of the tunnel" is the Supreme Court's decision to end Roe vs Wade and uphold our 1st and 2nd

amendments. Per Elon Musk, we need more people. He wants more people for other reasons, but he is fundamentally correct

when he says the population is going in the wrong direction. There are fewer people reproducing and those that do are having

abortions. Statistically abortions are down, but that is a FALSE statistic. They are not counting the MILLIONS of “morning after”

and other abortion pills that women take the next day, or after missing that Urst period. Most of your conservative states are

ending these and/or severely limiting access to these baby killing drugs.

If and when TX secedes, I think several more will follow. Hopefully, we can bring back the local farmers and entice city dwellers

to come do real work that feeds the world. I’ve been watching the demise of our farmland for the past 20 years. I’m blown away

by the loss of prime farmland and yet we manage to somehow not have food shortages. The drive from my house to my father’s

is 175 miles and at least 50% of that distance is surrounded by farmland on both sides of the road. Twenty years ago it was

closer to 75%.

It included several acres of rice, soybean, and corn, but it also had cattle, catUsh, and chicken farms. All of the catUsh and

chicken farms are gone and most of the cattle farms are gone. The prices have gone up accordingly. The Ush ponds and the

chicken houses are still there, but they are empty. The ponds were drained and all that’s left of the chicken houses is the metal

frames. Liberal policies/regulations/ideologies are mostly to blame for these farms closing. If the Conservative states secede

from the union we can bring back those farms and the pride that came with them.
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" I can't believe you" is neither friendly in tone, nor is the message productive. On real life times, we must deal with what is in

front of us and address it, not lie down passively just because the Bible predicted various things. And Christianity is NOT the

only valid religion or the only path to God. If God is Love, then ALL People are, as Jesus said, "in me and I am in you". Is God

such a hateful snob and so violent that all who do not coercively bow to the mandate (sound familiar?) of becoming Christian,

will be thrown into hell?

SOmething is wrong with fundamentalist Christianity, and I myself...can't believe it, or those who preach that way. Far from

succeeding, you are only turning people off to religion, instead of getting them interested. And people are right to ask questions.

Manipulation is not from God, it is from people. Is this wise, is this kind? Is it ethical? If this is what "being a good Christian"

means, then I am far from interested. And i have news for you, I am also far from the only one.

In fact, I am not interested in Christianity or any religion claiming to be the sole one. The spokes on the wheel all lead to the

same hub, there are many paths to GOd which must, by deUnition, be individualized. Further, sin is relational. Think about it.

Now, wake up and realize what "being a good CHristian" is REALLY all about. God is love, and God commanded us to love. "I can't

believe you" is not love. Wake up! And maybe Dr Mercola is a far wiser elder than you, or than you think.
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Make sure you're learning from the word of God, & not corruptions of men& devils. Things that are different are not the same, &

the biggest, most subtle antichrist fake will be when men receive the antichrist fake saviour& his system saying 'peace & safety'

(1 Thess 5; 2 Thess 2 KJB/AV), & w/ their own consciences seared as w/ a hot iron & bloodied hands,posturing as 'superiors'

excluded from the need to recognize their own shared propensity to sin& need to acknowledge it w/ repentance& to resist

sin,their own Eesh,& the devil's lies.

1 John KJB/AV. 1 Thessalonians 3 & Revelation 4&5 come before Revelation 6 KJB/AV. If Paul wasn't just reminding them that

these things couldn't progress w/o the man of sin, the false messiah received by both deceived Jews & Gentiles, being present,

then the moment believing men & women recognize that coming Beast, the man of sin for what he is, and what the conUrming

of the covenant he'll negotiate really means, then he who letteth will be quickly removed....because from that point the precise

timing, to the day & hour which Jesus said could not be known by the saints of this age & as from the book of Daniel & the

prophets COULD be known.

No, the time of Jacob's trouble, the 70th week of Daniel is for God's unUnished work w/ the Jews, to judge & bring in the

remnant to the millennial kingdom age as written;& to judge the unbelieving Gentile nations as well for their exploiting &

over-&-above mistreatment of the Jews, rejection of God's mercy& grace thru the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to

the scriptures.

This famine is a precursor,& being used by purpose driven antichrist men to deceive& lead men into their false unity, their gang

'community' of deUled initiation & forced conformity, lying ritual abuse & violent cruelty. Probably Eze 38. The dialectic

fornicating union solution of the supposed 'survivors'& 'superiors' who will end lining the sides of the pit with all the rest,& then

be millennial examples: Is 66
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jamNjim I hope Texas becomes its own country. I think we can do it
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Mirandola, AMEN!
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Well Jim. The Bible does foretell the behavior of man. A famine doesn't have to be naturally occurring to be prophesied.
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I strongly disagree with Dr. Mercola advices. It smells cowardice. WAY OF FREEDOM AND ABONDANCE IS TO FIGHT AND DEFEAT THE

SICK ANIMALS, THE MANIACS OF POWER.
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Hi, This has happened a number of times, but the article headline and blurb was about "IQ Bloodshed, Why Isn't This Toxic Substance

Eliminated?" Yet, when opening 'Read More' it opens to the previous article about food and water shortages. I would really appreciate

Mercola.com Uxing this 'glitch' because I do want to read the article about the toxic substance and have already read the other.
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Maybe you should request a refund for all the money you pay each day for all the wonderful knowledge, foresight, instruction

and information.
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